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ABSTRACT
The Large Binocular Telescope is currently in the pre-erection phase. The instrument has been already funded
and its first—light is expected shortly after that of the LBT. Given the peculiarity of the telescope optics (a double
8.4m mirrors on the same mounting) we designed two prime focus cameras with two five-lens refractive correctors,
optimized in the blue-side (U, B) and red-side (V, R, I, Z) of the visible spectrum respectively. This independent
optimization is effective for the optical design, whose achromaticity requirements are relaxed, as well as for the
coating. Detectors also reflect this choice, being optimized separately. We present the most relevant features of the
instrument, the optical design as well as the structural and mechanical layout. Each of the two Prime Focus cameras
gather light from a very fast, F/1.14 parabolic primary mirror. The field is corrected over roughly half a degree in
size, allowing optical performances in terms of 80% of Encircled Energy in better than 0.3" . Focal length is slightly
increased in order to provide a better sampling using i3.5jm pixel size chips. The CCD array is made up with 4
EEV 42-90 chips, per channel, to obtain an equivalent 6000 x 6000 pixels optimizing the AR coating to the U,B,V
and V,R,I,Z bands respectively. The array will be read out in 10 seconds using a 1 Megapixel/second controller with
four video channels. The cryostat will use a state of the art dewar to reach an holding time of several days using a
limited amount of liquid nitrogen. The whole mechanical design has been modelled using Finite Elements analysis
in order to check for mechanical flexures of the mount tube and of the optical components by themseleves. A brief
overview of the informatic facilities to be provided with the instrument and of a few science case studies that can be
attacked by this instrument are also given.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The LBT telescope' has the unique feature of two 8.4m diameter collecting areas mounted on the same mechanical
pointing system. The focal ratio of each mirror is extremely fast (F/1.14). The combined foci have a very tiny Field
of View (FoV hereafter) and should be intended mainly for coherent interferometric imaging. The only options for
wide field imaging are the two Prime Focus stations or the trapped Cassegrain imaging systems. The most compact
and cheaper solution is without no doubt the Prime Focus station. Optics for the two options are, in fact, roughly
of the same order of difficulty and cost, leaving to the different CCD arrays to drive the overall price. The Prime
Focus station is known to give better optical performance when it slightly elongates the overall focal length. This
goes in the right direction to ensure a better matching of the pixel size with the best seeing achievable at the Prime
Focus. On the other hand, one of the limiting factors of wide field imaging is represented by the accuracy of the
flat-fielding, a problem plagued by spurious reflections affecting the sky concentration behaviour on the focal plane.
From all these considerations we are engaged in an on—going project to design, build and operate two similar Prime
Focus stations (Fig.1), optimized for the blue (U,B) and the red optical domains (V, R, I, Z).
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Figure 1. A CAD view showing a possible assembly for one of the Prime Focus stations. The spider holding
the optics cage is shown partially on the left side. Only the CCD assembly inside the cryostat (the large spherical
structure atop the optics cage) will rotate in order to compensate for field rotation. Preliminary Finite Element
calculations show the good behaviour of both mechanics arid lenses at different zenith distances.

2. THE OPTICAL DESIGN
Prime Focus stations are known to exiubit very good optical performance when at least one of the following three
conditions is met:

• Primary is hyperbolic rather than parabolic (like the primary of a Ritchev—Chretienne two mirror telescope);

• The focal ratio of the primary mirror is kept to reasonably high values;

• The main lens of the Prime Focus corrector can be as large as required.

None of these conditions can be met for a Prime Focus on the LBT. This does not mean that the design of a
Prime Focus station is impossible, it simply requires some challenging or novel approach. It is worth noting that the
only Prime Focus with similar features is the one for the Subaru telescope3 where, however, the focal ratio of the
primary mirror is much larger, being F/1.8 Another significant difference with respect to the Subaru design is the
presence. in the Japanese instrument, of an Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector which is avoided in our case. This is
partly due to the different choice of wavelength coverage. Both the Subaru and our design have an aspheric surface.

Size and shape of the largest lens deserves a particular discussion. In fact we found the overall price of the optics,
both in terms of blanks and polishing, essentially driven by the diameter of the first lens. A slight descopirig of
the latter produces only a limited deterioration of the optical performances, but this can result into a significantly
smaller price. It should be noted that some saving can be obtained by adopting the same curvature radii for both
the blue and red channels.

The resulting optical system (Fig.2) consists of an approx F/1.47 beam covering a field into the focal plane as
large as half a degree in diameter which can accomodate a set of four 4Kx2K CCDs covering 1/5 of square degree.
Distortion is kept below 1.8% at the edge of the FoV.

Alt houghi a couple of nominal Blue and Red optical designs have been selected in order to discuss manufacturing
on a detailed basis, several designs have been produced. The optimization process, moreover, went through a number
of different designs. The overall number of optical schemes exceeds 200.

The pixel size of our optical system is 0.22 arcsec and the current optical design is able to put more than 80%
of the energy within it (Fig.3) in both the Johnson U and B bands.
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Figure 2. The optical layout of the Prime Focus through its cross—section. Five lenses are arranged in a +—++
configuration, recalling the usual Wynne approach (+-+). After the parallel plane filter a curved entrance window is
to be mounted on the cryostat system carrying the array of detectors. Third lens concave surface have an ellipsoidical
surface and can be made by CaF2.

The aspheric surface exhibits a departure from the best spheric one as large as several hundreds of microns. Of
course a single point machining by a numerical controlled tool with a post—polishing approach should be adopted.
We kept the aspheric surface on the free concave side of the lens and, after several optimization processes, we found
very little improvement when high-order asphericity is introduced. In fact the current aspheric surface is actually an
ellipsoidical one. This allows for a stigmatic control, although one of the two conjugated beams exhibits a very fast
focal ratio.

Although the final design includes five lenses, one with a strong aspheric surface (on the concave side of the
third lens, with diameter of only 250mm) the concept is similar to the classical Wynne4 approach. In the latter a
configuration of positive—negative—positive lens is present. The first lens corrects mainly the spherical aberration,
balancing the ones introduced from the other optics. The second lens corrects mainly the field dependent coma while
the third one acts on the field curvature. In our case the second and third elements are split into two lenses, each
pair being composed of both negative and positive lenses. A final touch is given by the cryostat window, that is
assumed to be a meniscus with almost no net power.

As in the Wynne approach, a nominal design with the same glass for each component has been adopted. Namely
fused silica for the blue channel and BK7 for the red one. However the need for a high aspheric component turned
out to consider designs where the aspheric lens is made by Calcium Fluoride (CaF2). The latter material can be
relatively easily manufactured in order to reach highly asphericity with still very limited roughness.

Spurious reflections can destroy any good energy concentration behaviour when the related problems of flat—
fielding accuracy hamper the accuracy of faint object photometry and detection. These should be attacked on a
case—by—case basis. Most of the more relevant ghosts arise, of course, close to the focal plane assembly. These are
to some extent unavoidable and the only care that can be taken in the optical design is the careful selection of the
best distance of the filters from the cryostat window and from the rear part of the last lens. Lens to lens spurious
reflections are much more critical. Although restricted wavelength coverage offered by the unique opportunity to
specialize each corrector for a specific wavelength region should allow one to get anti—reflective coatings better than
5 x iO (leading to a spurious ghost attenuation of 2.5 x iO), still some sort of optimization is required.
The more relevant lens—to—lens ghost is shown in Fig.4. It should be noted that an intermediate and distorted
image of the input pupil is formed close to the rear surface of the second lens. Placing a small (less than 30mm in
diameter) occulting disk in this position removes completely the ghost (see Fig.5). On the other hand some vignetting
amounting up to 0.6% at the edge of the covered field of view is introduced. Simulations are under way to establish
which direction is to be taken.
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Figure 3. The geometric ensquared energy for several positions on the Field of View, for the B band. In all the
cases more than 80% of the energy fall within a single pixel of 13.5 m size.

Figure 4. The more relevant lens—lens spurious reflection (front surface of the third lens with front surface of the
first one), leading to ghosts on the focal plane. The central area of the Field of View is spuriously reimaged onto the
detector plane after an attenutation of, presumably, 2 x i0.
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Figure 5. The ghost described in the previous figure can he easily removed by applying an occulting mask of 30mm
in (hialneter just on the center of the back of the second lens. Compare this picture with the previous one.
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Figure 6. Deflection of the first lens cell under gravity load. The several flexures placed along the perimetral line
are shown. Displacements are greatly exagerated to show the effect.

3. THE MECHANICAL LAYOUT
Main concern in the opto—mechanical design is how to hold the largest lens retaining its nominal optical quality.
Following an approach5 introduced in the framework of the trapped—Cassegrain imager for the upgraded MMT, we
(lesigried a cell system made by Invar where the lens is held by means of 24 elastomer pads. The Invar lenses frame
is (he—coupled from the steel structure that forms the main barrel holding the whole instrument. This de—coupling
is accomplished by 12 fiexures placed tangentially to the lens frame. In this way the Invar frame can deformate
properly without having any significative stress from the steel barrell. This result is accomplished for both static
deformation due to changing of gravity load, and for thermal variation for a total excursion as large as 40 degrees
Celsius.

In Fig.6 static deflections including the fiexures are shown.

While decoupling between the Invar cell and the steel barrel have to comply with mechanical tolerances in terms
of decentering and tilt regardless of the gravity load and the overall temperature, interface between the Invar cell and
the optical element deserves much more attention because any stress is likely to introduce significant deformation
in the optical figure of the included element. The basic idea is to design a thin interface allowing to cover the gap
between the end of the lens and its support without introducing any kind of force into the optics. This means that
the material used for the interface must have a very high thermal expansion coefficient so that even with a thin
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Figure 7. In this figure deformation and stress of the second lens around the attachment point is shown. One can
tiote three of the 24 radial pads placed near the outer region of the lens with some preload and 3 out of 24 radial
pads located on the outer region of the bottom surface of this optical element.

interface it is possible to get the right thermal behaviour. The material used is, as already mentioned, an elastomer,
namel RTV56O. Being D1 the diameter of the lens: i and the expansion coefficerits of respectively the lens
and the Invar cell, one can write down the condition that links the thermal expansion coefficient aRTY of the RTV
elastomer and the thickness of such interface:

= D(a — a!)
(1)2(aRTt' —

Of course very large t lead to significant decentering of the lens due to gravity load, while very small t lead to high
sensitivity on the manufacturing of the cell and the outer surface of the lens. Assuming, in fact, a manufacturing
errors of the order of 1/20 of mm on the edge of the lens and of the cell, at least t 1mm or larger is required to
keep variation of the condition met by the above equation within 5%.

In our design a set of 24 axial pads and 24 radial pads are placed as interface (see also Fig.7).

Using Finite Element Analysis the shape of these pads has been otpimized. In order to have an idea of the
goodness of the correction we calculated the lens deformation, we fitted it with a spherical surface whose axis is
forced to lie on the nominal optical axis (so that a tilted spherical shape is treated as a true error) and we checked
for the curvatue radii variation arid the residual rms on the surface. In the worse static and thermal conditions the
residual rms is kept below 49nm on the optical surface (corresponding, nevertheless, to a smaller figure in term of
optical wavefront aberration) and a negligible variation on the curvature radii.

Although the biggest lens is our main concern, we tested the same technique on the second lens, mounted with
the same number of radial and axial pads. Rms deformation is, in this case, kept below 3Onm.

The final verification we performed from the structural point of view on the optical elements regards the cryostat
window. This element is influenced from to the pressure difference between the environment and the vacuum inside
the dewar where the CCD assembly is mounted. Again a deformation of less than 56nm, in an rms sense, is obtained.
It is also to be considered, however, that the deformations mentioned here are evaluated over the whole lens surface
while pupil size, at the cryostat entrance window, is large only a fraction of the clear optical surface. True wavefront
aberrations turn out to be completely negligible and the overall distortion can only translate into a tiny additional
distortion, whose shape is. moreover, independent from the gravity load and hence from the telescope pointing.

4. THE FOCAL PLANE ASSEMBLY
On each channel the CCD array is composed of 4 EEV 42-90 chips for an equivalent array of 6000 x 6000 pixels.
Pixel size is chosen to be 13.5 pm allowing for a fine sampling in case of good seeing.
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Figure 8. Exploded view of the whole instrument where one can note the shutter, the gearing mechanism for the
derotation of the focal plane assembly and the spherical tank for the liquid Nitrogen.

Two sets of four CCDs are being processed, optimizing the anti—reflection coatings for the C-B-V and V-R-I bands
respectively. The array will be read out in 10 seconds using a 1 Megapixel/second controller with four video channels.
This should allow for a relatively high efficiency even under the shortest reasonable exposures. The cryostat will
use a state of the art spherical dewar, 300mm in diameter, to reach an estimated holding time in the range 48. . . 72

hours using a limited amount of liquid nitrogen (8 litres) to avoid misbalancing of the telescope during evaporation
(see also Fig.8). Currently the detailed design of the cryostat ended and we are going to manufacture it. It is going
to be realized by elettro—formation on a copper substrate, later to be covered by a Nickel deposition.

The four CCDs will be mounted (in the factory) with an outstanding precision not only for their relative alignment
on the sky, but also to avoid image quality deterioration. With such a fast final focal ratio, in fact, a misplacement
along the optical axis of 10irn will lead to a 0.l2arcsec blurring. In order to keep the rms value of such a misalignment
within suitable limits we avoided the approach to mount slightly tilted detectors in order to mimic the curved focal
plane. \Ve checked this by mounting two chips and measuring on 20 points for each detector its distance from a
reference plate. We found that the whole root mean square variation can be kept below roughly 3im. Finally the
shutter, a double blades system driven by CC motors servo—controlled by a couple of encoders through a velocity feed--
forward PID loop. The clear aperture of 130mm in diameter is obtained within an overall envelope of 450 >< 150mm2
arid a thickness kept below 10mm. Shutter precision is expected to be better of 1/1000 for isec. exposure. Minimum
exposure time up to 1/100 of sec. are available.

Two filter wheels are placed on the incoming beam. One of these is devoted to Johnson filters while the other
is devoted to interferential filters. In order to take into account the use of such filters in this fast
F/ camera we performed an analysis of the transmission curve deformation as a function of the optical design. The
fast focal ratio brings to a broadening of the filter bandwidth and a substantial blueshift of the central wavelength,
depending from the original bandwidth. A company has been already contacted to check the feasibility of these
filters, according to the required diameter and thickness, obtaining a positive answer.

5. DATA HANDLING AND STANDARD PROCESSING
The Double Prime Focus camera is an instrument producing 3OGBytes per night. This amount of data cannot
he treated in a conventional manner by an observer even for trivial purposes such as quick—look. Therefore a Data
Maiiagement Facility (DMF) for the instrument is currently being designed. The proposed DMF system is composed
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of several subsystems: a Data Handling tool,a Quick-Look facility, an On Line Data Store, a Data Processing
Pipeline, an instrument Archive. Interacting with all of these subsystems, a User Interface is required, which needs
to be homogeneous with, or possibly the same as, the one controlling the Instrument(s) and sending requests to the
Telescope control system. Furthermore, a number of data interfaces need to be defined: the ones with the Telescope
and the Instrument(s), the one between the On Line Data Store and the Archive, and the one between the Archive
and external users.

Conceptually, the system is expected to work as follows: the Data Handling tool gathers data from the Instru-
ment(s) and the Telescope in raw format and builds FITS files containing the observed images; it furthermore allows
the Quick-Look facility to access the raw images and display them. The data in FITS format, once prepared by the
Data Handling tool, are kept in the On Line Data Store. As a part of the data management, a processing facility is
foreseen: a Data Processing Pipeline will be built, which will get data from the On Line Data Store, process them in
batch mode using pre-defined processing "recipes" (standard for generic Guest Observers, or survey-oriented), and
store them back in the On Line Data Store. When all the processing will be finished (at the end of the night), User
Data media will be produced, containing the raw and processed images.

A copy of the User Data media will be made, to be kept at the LBT for backup purposes. At the same time,
data could be transferred to an Instrument Archive, where they could be kept for the astronomical community at
large to access, once the proprietary period assigned to the observer (TBD by the LBT Corporation) is expired. The
implementation of the Instrument Archive is still TBD.

Data interfaces with the telescope and instrument(s) need also to be defined. Telescope and Environment data
are necessary to build properly the FITS headers of the images, i.e. to report the status of the telescope (pointing,
etc.) and of the local and external environments (dome temperatures, meteo data, etc.). Such information will
be provided by the LBT telemetry in a format TBD by the LBT Corporation. The telemetry produced by the
Instrument(s) will be defined by the proposing team. It shall contain all commands sent to the Instrument(s), and
time series of housekeeping parameters, or all of their variations, time-tagged; the sensitivity of parameter variations
to be reported is TBD. The data interface includes also the format of the raw data as deposited on the mass storage
of the Instrument controller, and the messaging mechanism warning about the availability of the acquired image. It
is to be noted that this data interface with the Data Management System is internal to the Instrument Consortium.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Under a O.6arcsec seeing condition this instrument will provide frames with a limiting magnitude as faint as U 25.5;
B 28 and V 26.8 at signal to noise ratio of 5 with 12 minutes of exposure time. There are many extragalactic,
stellar and planetary science programs that can benefit from such an instrument, some of which are described in the
instrument proposal available at the WEB site http : //nessie .mporzio .astro . it/WFI-LBT/. The CCD contract
has been signed and delivery of the first components started. The user and system requirements for the DMF have
been analyzed and the system is currently in the architectural design phase. The definition of an industrial contract
for the optical system is under way, while on the mechanical side, definitive and detailed drawings are being prepared
under a specific and already placed contract. In other words the instrument fully entered its construction phase.
The first—light of the blue Prime Focus is expected together with the first—light of the first 8.4m primary mirror.
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